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of the Narodna Odbrana propagandist literature and in the
"Black Hand" newspaper Piedmont which inspired Princip
and his companions.
Chabrinovitch agreed with Princip in working like
Mazzini to prepare a revolution in Bosnia which should
open the way for a reunion of all the Serb lands which
had once formed the Empire of Stephen Dushan. But
his political evolution had been somewhat different. He
had at first held anarchist and social revolutionary opin-
ions, but after living in Belgrade and mixing with comitad-
jis he had become more nationalist—"anarchistic with
a mixture of nationalism," as he defined his position in
1914.18
His ideal was a Jugoslav republic, not a monarchy with .a
Serbian dynasty. The unification of the Serb peoples was
to be accomplished, "after Mazzini's fashion. The ideal
was to tear Bosnia away from the Dual Monarchy. We
were all agreed in that. Some were for the [Karageorge-
vitch] dynasty; I was a republican. We could therefore
have made a compromise, that King Peter should be king
during his lifetime, and that after his death a republic
should be proclaimed." 19
Such were the three chief motives of the two principal
plotters. But which was the strongest of the three—their
personal psychopathic condition, or their desire for ven-
geance on Austria, or their Serb nationalism—it would be
difficult to say. Jugoslav writers and sympathizers of to-
day, like M. Jevtitch and Mr. Seton-Watson, emphasize
Jugoslav nationalism as the main motive. But in 1914 the
accused themselves hardly knew. Princip, being asked
whether he had acted primarily from revenge or from the
idea of national unity—i.ev whether the personal or the
political motive predominated, replied, "The personal But
the other was also strong. They were evenly balanced."20
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